DESIGNING WITH BULBS
STYLING GUIDE
A NEW WAY TO **CUSTOMIZE YOUR LIGHTING**
IS HERE!

With the resurgence of open designs in light fixtures, designers and homeowners can now select from a variety of bulbs to complement their favorite statement pieces.

From round mini lamps to tubular filaments and vintage bulbs to silver globes, the possibilities are endless. And because they are offered in a variety of shapes and finishes, they can seamlessly integrate into your design environments!

Not sure just how much a bulb can make a difference? See for yourself in our quick round up of new lighting fixtures that complement the best that affordable luxury living has to offer.
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SPICEWOOD

In the loft pictured above, the space features exposed wood beams, an antique mirror and plenty of natural light. Progress Lighting’s Spicewood pendant contributes to an industrial-inspired environment – where candelabra and Edison bulbs complement the overall design.

White frosted candelabra bulbs (pictured on left) provide too much contrast for the fixture and the space – and can potentially ruin the overall look!

Bulb designs, such as clear candelabras or Edison-style lamps are a perfect complement to fixtures featuring mixed metals.
Customization is becoming increasingly important to both designers and homeowners as they seek to make unique statements within their personal settings. And this definitely rings true for Mid-Century Modern-inspired interiors, such as the one pictured above!

Our Ion chandelier features warm metal tones and is best suited to showcase round bulb styles. The Candelabra LED (shown on left) features a contrasting geometric shape that can add harshness to the chandelier’s design, and should be avoided.

Round bulb styles – such as silver globes and mini lamps – are good selections for Space Age inspired chandeliers like Ion, adding softness to the overall fixture.
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Simple lines and bold colors are prominent in the room setting above. To add a greater design effect for Drapers’ mid-century classic design, our team selected tubular style lamps to create a truly signature statement for this home.

Draper’s classically designed frame and finish is better suited with elongated bulbs, as it enhances the overall profile.

RUIN THE LOOK
White Frosted Candelabra
LED Candelbra

Simple lines and bold colors are prominent in the room setting above. To add a greater design effect for Drapers’ mid-century classic design, our team selected tubular style lamps to create a truly signature statement for this home.

As you can see in the example above, white frosted candelabra-style bulbs can provide a stark appearance, especially against an Antique Bronze frame.
EVOKE

Elongated bulbs and vintage lamps, such as those found in tubular and decorative incandescent styles, complement Evoke’s elliptical-inspired frame and give a stunning appearance through a clear glass shade.

Bulb designs, such as frosted candelabras and CFLs, take away from the frame’s graceful features and could potentially ruin the intended design style.
The right bulb is essential to highlight the mixed metal accents and Graphite frame in this open cage design. Bulb styles that offer a vintage look are best suited for this design.

As you can see in the picture to the left, the white bulb provides too much of a contrast to the frame – and should be avoided during bulb selection.
The right bulb is essential to highlight the open nature of the fixture’s design. Antique bulbs contribute to a warehouse feel – and are an ideal choice for a collection like Swing.

As you can see in the picture to the left, the white A-lamp provides too much of a contrast to the frame – and should be avoided during bulb selection.
LAMPS

As we see resurgence in the trend of exposed, open and vintage bulbs in decorative products, we’re educating audiences to understand how a lamp’s shape, size and color can work to create a completely new look for each fixture – and room. Below includes a variety of styles from which to choose:

VINTAGE LAMPS

P7825-01
Overall L. 5-7/16” maximum.
40w ST64 Edison E26 medium base.
Vintage Amber bulb.

P7827-01
Overall L. 5-7/16” maximum.
40w T9 E26 medium base.
Vintage Amber bulb.

P7826-01
Overall L. 3-1/2” maximum.
40w T8 E12 candelabra base.
Vintage Amber bulb.

COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMPS

MLS13GUWW
13w self-ballasted CFL.
GU24 base.

MLS18GUWW
18w self-ballasted CFL.
GU24 base.

MLS26GUWW
26w self-ballasted CFL.
GU24 base.

MEDIUM BASE - E26

A19
A19 LED

A Series

R20
R30
R40

R Series

PAR20
PAR30L
PAR30S
PAR38

PAR Series

BR30
BR40

BR Series

G25
G30
G40

G Series

Spiral
CFL

ST64
T9

Vintage

CANDELABRA BASE - E12

B10
B11 LED

B Series

T8
T4

T Series

G16.5

G Series

Spiral
CFL

T8

Vintage
Progress Lighting is more than just a lighting manufacturer with a rich heritage. We’re illuminating a vision for the future. As we celebrate more than a century of successful partnerships, we turn our focus to the future in creating lighting collections that highlight affordable luxury lifestyles throughout homes nationwide.